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Pattern Generator (CPG) that produces chaotic signals for exploration of 48 new motions to free its leg from a hole in the floor (Steingrube et al., 2011) . 49 The signals generated by a chaotic process are more continuous and more 50 suitable for controlling a robots (or animals) interaction with the physical 51 world than the signals generated by a random number generator, which are 52 usually discrete white noise. Chaos in a physical system usually results in a 53 more continuous and smooth variation of states than a random system. This 54 property allows a transient delay of reward and modulator, which is common 55 in learning in the real world. In principle, continuous and smooth trajectories 56 can be obtained from a random number generator using interpolation, but, 57 unlike chaos, the system will be predictable during the interpolation. 58 Although chaos is widely found in biological systems, the potential for 59 chaos in synaptic dynamics and how this could support learning has not 60 been previously considered. Here, we hypothesise that the following 'Dy-61 namic Synapse' mechanism could underly operant learning (Fig 1) . A neuron 62 (Fig 1 (left) ) has multiple input synapses, for which the synaptic strengths 63 spontaneously fluctuate with uncorrelated phases (Fig 1 (right) green curve) 64 around the centre of oscillation (Fig 1 (right) blue curve). We argue in more A neuron has multiple inputs, and its output is the sum of the inputs multiplied by the synaptic strengths, passed through a non-linear function. Because the synapses are dynamic, their values continuously change, and thus the output will explore a space of possible outputs. A value function on the output controls the release of a modulator which alters the synaptic strengths. (Right): Illustrating the dynamic synaptic strength of one synapse. During learning, the centre of synaptic strength oscillation is shifted towards the instantaneous synaptic strength that coincides with increased modulator, e.g., as illustrated, the modulator (red) is high when the instantaneous strength (green) is high, so the centre of synaptic strength is gradually increased (blue). The modulator also affects the damping of the oscillation, so the amplitude of oscillation decreases, and the learning can converge. An observer can infer the effective synaptic strength by low-pass filtering on the instantaneous synaptic strength (black) but note this is only an approximation of the actual centre of oscillation which cannot be directly observed. Figure 2 : Decoupling between changes in spine size and synaptic strength under certain conditions. The membrane is formed mainly by the lipid bilayer and proteins. Cytoskeleton supports the shape of the dendrite spine. There are two forms of receptor trafficking. Lateral movement of receptors is observed as Brownian motion on the membrane. Endosomal trafficking carries receptors driven by motor protein along the cytoskeleton. Scaffold proteins can help receptors to anchor, increasing the capacity of the dendrite spine to hold the receptors. On the left, the size of neural spine stays the same, but the synaptic strength (number of receptors) varies. On the right, the size of dendrite spine varies, but the synaptic strength stays the same. Modified from Cingolani and Goda (2008) ton, and thus the number of neurotransmitter receptors it can accommodate 82 (Allison et al., 1998) . However, the size and the capacity are not closely 83 coupled (Cingolani and Goda, 2008) . As shown in Fig 2, as a reaction-diffusion system. We note these models are dynamic, but not 113 chaotic. We propose i) that the complexity of post-synaptic dynamics quet and Triller, 2013), especially receptor trafficking (Triller and Choquet, 115 2005) can support chaos and ii) that this can provide a mechanism for oper-116 ant learning as described in Fig 1. 117 It is notable that dopamine has been shown to affect the same receptor 118 trafficking dynamics (Sun et al., 2008) . This supports the possibility that, in 119 an operant learning paradigm, the relationship between the current synaptic 120 strength (changing chaotically due to receptor trafficking) and a reward (sig-121 nalled by neurotransmitter release) is a basis for learning.The possible role of 122 alteration in postsynaptic receptor distribution and size of dendritic spines in 123 learning (particularly in short-term and long-term potentiation (STP & LTP) 124 protocols) is well established (Isaac et al., 1995; Kauer et al., 1988; Shepherd 125 and Huganir, 2007) . In Shouval et al. (2002) , Shouval et al. proposed a its inputs with chaotic coefficients, generating unpredictable output signals 138 to explore action spaces. If the consequences of the action are reflected in a 139 reinforcement signal delivered to the synapses, the parameters of the chaos 140 can be altered to centre around synaptic strengths that optimise the output.
141
We show through simulation the learning functionality of such a system in 142 several different scenarios.
143

Result
144
Our model simplifies the structure of a neuron to consist of multiple input 145 synapses and a dendrite, which together comprise the dendritic tree (Fig 3) . 146 We do not model the soma and axon of the neuron but simply calculate the 147 somas input as the sum (across the dendritic tree) of the synaptic inputs When a neuron or network of neurons with such synapses produces out-162 put in a way that meets a specific requirement (given by a value function), to implement this is as a learning rule depends only on the current cen-167 tre of synaptic strength oscillation, the instantaneous synaptic strength and 168 amount of the modulator:
where n M is amount of the modulator, and k w is a coefficient controlling Brownian movement of receptors due to thermal noise, but suggest that these 203 may be subsumed within the higher level dynamics described above, and it 204 is not necessary to include them as a source of noise to support learning. 
where n m is the amount of modulator, k m 1 a coefficient, y the output of 213 the neuron, and y 0 a threshold of y to trigger the release of modulator. the synapse on the X-axis has higher damping); (e) & (f) are Poincaré maps, i.e., sections of (c) and (d) when the instantaneous synaptic strength passes the plane defined by the centre of oscillation for one synapse (blue and green are for two different directions, and time of intersection is indicated by the intensity). It can be seen that synaptic strength oscillates chaotically and unpredictably, tracing out a search space. With higher damping factors, the amplitude of the oscillation for that synapse is decreased, reducing the search space. The periods of the oscillations can be different with different parameters. increased. Fig 6 (d) shows the trajectory of first three synaptic strengths.
224
The trajectory starts by exploring a large volume then gradually converges. 
where w i CP G is CPG synapses weights, w i 0 the ith initial synaptic weight of 242 the CPG, β is a base of exponentiation that scales the weights. As the CPG 243 is symmetric, in the model, the state of dynamic synapses of one neuron is 244 Figure 6 : Simulation results of the simple linear example. The value function determining modulator release is that the output is higher than a threshold and increasing. (a) The instantaneous synaptic strengths, the labels of lines show the input value of corresponding synapses (b) the central synaptic strengths (c) the output value of the neuron (d) trajectory of the first three synaptic strengths. Note that the statistical output value starts to increase after unstable initial fluctuation. At the end of the learning, the centre of the oscillation of the synaptic strength shifts so that the order of strengths is the same as the order of the input values, and the synaptic strength of the synapse with highest input value increased while the others declined, which is the most efficient way to get higher output with conservation of the total number of receptors. a mirror of the other one. When the output of the CPG crosses zero, the 245 error between the target period and the actual period is calculated, and the 246 modulator is released at a speed that is proportional to the decline of the 247 error compared with the previous error. If the error increased, no modulator 248 is released:
where ω i is the period of the CPG from ith to i + 1 th zero crossing, ω obj the 251 target period, i is the error between them, n m I the amount of modulator 252 released.
253
The CPG originally had a period of about 0.5 seconds. The target 254 of training is to alter the period to be 2 seconds by tuning the synaptic ing rule as before, the period of the CPG converges to the target period.
257
The period of the output of CPG and the synaptic strength is nonlinear 258 and dynamic synapses have no prior knowledge of the CPG, but the simple 259 neural circuit still finds and learns the parameters of the target effectively.
260
The experiment shows that the Dynamic Synapse can be applied to an RNN 261 without requiring any specific analysis of the properties of the network. after a specific period, and a punishment source that chases the player and 268 decreases the reward if the player is within a specific range of the punishment 269 source.
270
In the game, the player can move in 4 directions: left, right, down and up.
271
The states of the player and the environment can be observed ( Fig 10) . The the side of the agent information coming from is positive, while the other 284 side is zero ( Fig. 10 ). As the player has a symmetric structure, the neural 285 circuits are designed in a symmetric structure: four integrate-and-fire motor 286 neurons control the motion in the four directions, respectively. Each neuron 287 gets three types of sensory inputs (as outlined above) in the four directions.
288
Each sensory input feeds into the neuron through a dynamic synapse. Also The function of the motor neurons is:
where v is membrane potential, s i the ith sensory input, v rest the rest mem-296 brane potential and v threshold the threshold of firing.
297
The reward of the game is the weighted sum of the normalised distance 298 to the reward source and the normalised distance into the range of the pun-299 ishment source:
where R is reward, d r the distance between player and reward source, d e the 301 distance between player and the edge of punishment range.
302
The reward is fed into a firing rate neuron with an adaptive current, 303 which releases the modulator. With the adaptive current, the neuron is 304 sensitive to the change of the reward but insensitive to the value of the 305 reward. The adaptation speed factor from low to high is higher than the 306 adaption speed factor from high to low, thus the neuron has a trend to 307 increase the expectation of the reward:
where I adapt is the current intensity, k R a factor from reward to current in-309 tensity, k adapt 1 and k adapt 2 are factors of adaption speed. Thus modulator 310 amount n m is given by:
where k mI is a factor to map the current after adaption to an appropriate 312 range.
313
As this is a single layer circuit, the ability of a player controlled by the 314 circuit is simple and limited. Hence, we can analyse the possible best so- is higher than the elastic coefficient of the spring so the player will avoid 323 punishment even when the reward is inside the punishment range. Because 324 of (1), the synaptic strengths of positive y distance to reward input should 325 be higher than the synaptic strengths of negative y distance to reward in-326 put; because of (2), the synaptic strengths of positive y distance to escape 327 input should be higher than the synaptic strengths of negative y distance to 328 escape input; and because of (3) the synaptic strengths of positive escape 329 input should be higher than the synaptic strengths of positive reward input.
330
The simulation results are shown in Fig 11. The simulation result was 331 largely consistent with the analysis above, as shown in Fig 11 (a) and (c).
332
However, surprisingly the highest synaptic strength is for negative x distance 333 to reward input (line 4 in Fig 11 (a) ) are higher than other lines, which 334 means the agent would go forward when the reward source is on its left side.
335
The positive y velocity (line 3) is also higher than negative y velocity (line 2), 336 which means the agent tends to accelerate. These appear to be two strategies 337 to avoid chasing by the punishment source. In addition, Fig 11 (b) shows the exploration of 3 instantaneous synaptic 339 strengths. Fig 11(d) shows the damping factor of the oscillation of the in-340 stantaneous synaptic strengths. Fig 11 (e) to the suitable ranges. It can also be applied to discrete systems by adjusting 375 the time step to an appropriate range or by sampling. We plan to further 376 explore the application of this model to a range of problems in robot learning 377 and reinforcement learning.
378
A key difference between our model and previous models is that our 
Where n T is amount of the synaptic transmitter, k w1 is a coefficient. In is entirely local to the synapse, and does not require an explicit tag for the 465 Hebbian correlation of pre-and post-synaptic activity but rather allows this 466 property to emerge from the behavioural or output consequences caused by 467 the recent state of the circuit. That is, synapses that contribute to obtaining 468 reward are strengthened; but this does not depend on the firing of either 469 the pre-or post-synaptic neuron, except insofar as this is necessary to cause 470 behavioural outputs that result in reward.
471
It is nevertheless interesting to consider a simple variation on the learning 472 rule we have used to make synapses with active presynaptic neurons (neurons 473 that have released neurotransmitter, indicating they have fired) learn actively
474
(c.f. Eqs. 1 and 24):
where n T is amount of the synaptic transmitter. With n T , variation of synap-477 tic strength of a synapse is proportional to the presynaptic neuron activity, Table 1 which can help to improve the pertinence of learning to the inputs. For ex-479 ample, a neuron gets multiple inputs but only a small set of them is activated 480 by a specific stimulus, and with this rule, the synaptic plasticity only applies 481 between the neuron and these activated inputs. Note this is a 3-factor learn-482 ing rule, depending on the correlation between the amount of the synaptic 483 transmitter, the amount of modulator, and the difference between instanta-484 neous synaptic strength and the centre of the oscillation. When the absolute 485 value of the correlation is higher, the variation of the centre of the oscillation 486 is more significant.
487
However, another possible learning rule could use the weighted aver-488 age, rather than the product, of the synaptic transmitter and instantaneous 489 synaptic strength:
where k w4 is a coefficent to fit the amount of transmitter to synaptic strength, Figure 13 : Justification for a continuous representation of the effects of receptor location between dendrite and synapse. The boundary between a synapse and dendrite can be considered wide and smooth, and as a receptor approaches the synapse, it can receive more neurotransmitters and contribute more to the synaptic strength. Rather than model the boundary area explicitly, we associate synaptic strength with the 'amount' of receptors a synapse contains, treated as a continuous variable.
Mathematical model 540
When the number of receptors per synapse is sufficiently large, their dy-541 namics can be modelled statistically using differential equations (Holcman 542 and Triller, 2006), e.g. like gas, which consists of free-moving molecules and 543 uncertain intermolecular distance. However, even for a smaller number of 544 receptors per synapse, we note their contribution to synaptic strength can 545 be proportional to their distance from the centre of the synaptic cleft, due to 546 diffusion of neurotransmitter (Fig 13) . Thus, rather than explicitly represent 547 discrete receptors and their positions, we represent the number of receptors 548 in a synapse that currently contribute to its synaptic strength as a continuous 549 'amount'.
550
In the following equations, constants are represented by normal font and 551 variables by italics (except v for membrane potential of integrate-and-fire 552 neurons). The meanings of the symbols are shown in Table 1 . The unit of 553 time is millisecond.
554
The model assumes that the capacity of the dendrite to contain receptors 555 is proportional to the number of synapses:
Where V d is the capacity of a dendrite, N the number of synapses, and V s a 557 constant factor, which is the average capacity of a dendrite per synapse.
558
The concentration of receptors in the dendrite, c d , is given by:
where w total is the (fixed) total amount of receptors in the dendrite tree; w i 560 is the amount of the receptors in the ith synapse; and V d is the capacity of 561 the dendrite.
562
We model the continuous flow of receptors between synapses and dendrite 563 as a movement rate times the concentration of receptors on the source side:
where w i is the amount of receptors of the ith synapse, w i /V i is concentration 565 of receptors of the ith synapse, c d the concentration of receptors in the den-566 drite, and v i is the bidirectional movement rate, which is affected by lateral 567 diffusion, endosomal trafficking and friction as described in the overview:
where v i is bidirectional movement rate from dendrite to synapse (the di-569 rection from dendrite to synapse is positive); r is movement rate inertia 570 , which represents factors (e.g. properties of actin) that drive receptors to 571 keep their direction of flow; V i is the capacity of ith synapse, which is affected 572 by w ci ; c d − w i /V i is a term that represents the concentration difference be-573 tween synapse and dendrite, which causes motion of receptors by diffusion; 574 a sign(V i) × 2 |V i | is positive feedback term of the movement, with positive 575 feedback coefficient a; −bv i is a damping term with represents friction during 576 the motion, with damping factor b.
577
As shown in Fig 12, the receptors also move between neighbouring den-578 drite regions by diffusion:
where q d is a coefficient from concentration difference to concentration vari-580 ation rate. In practice, we found that when the number of synapses is less 581 than 33, modelling this this diffusive process has little effect. Hence, in the 582 simulations in this paper, the diffusion is treated as instantaneous. For larger 583 numbers of synapses, neglecting the dendritic diffusion can result in collapse 584 of the chaotic dynamics, but these can be recovered if we run simulations 585 with limited diffusion (results not included here).
586
26
As receptors diffuse in the dendrite tree, there is an equilibrium point 587 when the concentration of receptors in a synapse and its neighbouring den-588 drite region are same. The equilibrium point forms the centre of synap-589 tic strength oscillation, while the instantaneous synaptic strength oscillates 590 around this point. We consider the effective strength of the synapse to be its 591 equilibrium point, which can be established as follows. We assume that the 592 receptors take a shorter time to diffuse between a synapse and its neighbour-593 ing region of the dendrite than to diffuse to regions in the neighbourhood of 594 other synapses. Thus, in a short time interval, there is conservation of the 595 amount of receptors in a synapse and its neighbourhood, and the equilibrium 596 point is given by:
Where c ci is the equilibrium concentration of receptors in ith synapse, w ci is Figure 14 : The bias of oscillation at different centre of oscillation. The curves are instantaneous synaptic strength, which oscillate around centres of synaptic strength oscillation (shown as straight lines).
As described in the Results section, a simple learning rule for this system 621 is:
where n M is amount of a neuromodulator that represents reward, and k w 623 is a coefficient controlling the learning rate. In practice we need to slightly it, a learning rule with compensation can be applied:
where k wc is a constant factor to compensate the bias. However, if the centre 635 of oscillation changes in a larger range, the bias is variable, and cannot be 636 compensated using the above rule. In our model, this bias is towards positive 637 values for a centre of oscillation above 0.5, and negative values below 0.5. As a 638 consequence there can be a positive feedback effect that accelerates learning.
639
28
To allow learning to converge, the learning rule should also reduce the 640 oscillation amplitude. When the modulator is present, damping factors also 641 increase:
where b is the damping factors, k b a coefficient. Total amount of receptors in the dendritic tree D i
643
Occupation of a receptor in ith synapse 0 to 1 p
The constant coefficient for dimension conversion of the amount of receptors w i Instantaneous Synaptic strength of ith synapse usually from 0.01 to 1 w ci Balance point of ith synapse usually from 0.01 to 1 c d i Concentration of the receptors in ith dendrite region w i V i
Concentration of the receptors of the ith synapse v i Bidirectional movement rate from dendrite to synapse r Movement rate inertia 3.5 × 10 6 to 2.5 × 10 7 a
The positive feedback coefficient of movement rate 170 to 850 b
The damping factor of movement rate 14000 to 2.6 × 10 7 q d
The coefficient from concentration difference between neighbouring dendrite regions to receptor diffusion flux n M Amount of the modulator usually from 0 to 1.5 k w A coefficient of balance point update speed usually from 0.0003 to 0.002 k wc A constant factor to compensate the bias 0.4 k b
A coefficient of damping factor update speed usually from 10 −7 to10 −8
